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On August 11, 2022, the Electoral Literacy Club of Ramaiah College of Law presented a 

satirical street play to create awareness amongst young voters about responsible voting in the 

light of the upcoming elections for urban local bodies at 11:00 am for RCL students and at 1:30 

pm for all other Ramaiah students near the MSRIT canteen. 

The purpose of the street play was to educate the students about their civic responsibilities and 

to raise electoral awareness in view of the impending election for urban local bodies. It 

demonstrated how politicians disregard democracy and woo voters with booze and cash rather 

than working on the improvement of basic amenities. Additionally, it demonstrated the voters' 

disregard for their responsibilities. 

All the colleges affiliated with Ramaiah University, including the Ramaiah Institute of 

Technology, Ramaiah Polytechnic College, Ramaiah College of Arts, Science, and Commerce, 

and Ramaiah College of Management, received invitations one day before the event. 

This play's four main themes were to promote voting among educated millennials, underline 

that every vote was equal, inform the public about the NOTA choice, and make sure that voters 

cast their votes based on self-reasoning rather than giving in to any naive political temptations. 

To appeal to the voters in the area, the street play was performed in Kannada. The play also 

used props, including a polling booth, an empty beer bottle, a false microphone, etc. Twelve 

students acted in the street drama, which lasted for around 12 minutes. 

The play was well received by close to 150 attendees who watched it with eager anticipation. 

People watched the plays with rapt attention, soaking in everything that was being told to them 

through this medium. 



 

 

 

GALLERY 

Awareness procession started at 1:15 PM from Ramaiah College of law to RIT Quadrangle 



Displaying necessary voting rights during the play 

 

Volunteers holding slogans 



 

“Bari Maatu Party”, a made-up name for a political party that just makes campaign promises 

and doesn't follow through. 



“Raste Tutu Party”, Another made-up political party that satirically represents the pothole.

 

A vulnerable drunkard who compromises his vote for booze 



 

A responsible voter, who casts vote based on his reasoning and intuition rather than being 

swayed by temptations 

 

Leader of Raste tutu party and his party workers 



 

Leader of Baari maatu party and her party workers 

 

Two citizens discussing the importance of NOTA 


